Teaching Creatively on Zoom

A half-day workshop to help you provide awesome online learning

Phil says, “A huge amount of teaching is now happening on Zoom, but
many teachers have had little support to help them get the most out of
teaching online.”

Dr Tony says, “If you’re one of those teachers, we’re here to help. Our
workshop on Teaching Creatively Online gives you the confidence and skills
to make online learning more fun, more interactive and more effective.”

“Utterly brilliant! Got me over the terror of teaching on Zoom! Relaxed, informed,
fun way of learning how to deliver and embrace the online teaching process. My
work has taken off in a new direction, love it, so now I’m converted!”
Drawing Tutor at Royal Western Academy

What will you learn?
Part 1: maximising engagement

Part 2: designing successful sessions

• Getting the most out of breakout rooms
• Sharing video and audio clips
• Pre-recording content with Zoom to give you an
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extra pair of hands

•
•
•
•

Using a second camera
Creating polls to obtain feedback
Annotating documents and images
Facilitating discussion with the chat panel

Making students feel welcome
Dealing with ‘cameras off’
Chairing effective online discussions
Owning your Zoom settings to save you time

Structuring inclusive sessions
Using live Zoom sessions as part of a learning
ecosystem
• Recording and sharing sessions

“Ding showed us how we could translate our established and successful short course programme into an effective online
learning experience, maintaining our distinctiveness and all important sense of place while focusing on student learning.”
Francine Norris, Principal – West Dean College of Arts and Conservation

What do you need?
•
•
•

A group of four or more people
An internet connection
3 hours

Why do you need this workshop?
Dr Nicholas says, “Teachers everywhere have done an incredible job of
moving online during 2020.
But in 2021, students will expect more from online teaching than
accessing documents and videos.
There is a huge opportunity to make teaching online effective, satisfying,
and inclusive. “

Ding! awesome online learning

Fancy a takeaway?

Let’s personalise your workshop!
Book your free scoping session
with Dr Tony

Download one of our handy
guides on the secret sauce of
awesome online learning.

ding.global

